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With the development of technology and productivity, the systems of the 
industrial process control become more complex due to the lack of precise, formal 
knowledge about system, strongly nonlinear behavior, the high degree of uncertainty, 
time varying characteristics, close coupled and high dimensional system, etc. Owing 
to the lack of precise mathematical model, it is difficult, even impossible, to control 
such complex systems. From the point view of modeling and control, we discuss the 
application of Fuzzy Predictive control based on T-S model in Sugar Boiler System in 
this paper. The main contents are concluded as followings: 
1. In view of modeling problems of nonlinear and dynamic system, 
self-organizing fuzzy identification algorithm (SOFIA) is presented based on T-S 
model in this paper. The procedure for finding the optimal identification is simplified, 
and both the premise and consequent parameters are identified simultaneously by 
using the SOFIA. Because of reduction of computational requirement for identifying a 
Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model by efficient parameter and structure identification, 
this algorithm can be used in on-line modeling. A lot of simulation results show that 
the SOFIA has the high convergence rate, accuracy and good stability. It can be 
conveniently applied to engineering practice. 
2. Based on the introduction of the principles of Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy 
model and generalized predictive control (GPC) algorithm, the fuzzy predictive 
control method combining GPC and T-S model is classified as three kinds of 
algorithms. The design method of these algorithms is presented in detail. A 
comparison of these FGPC strategies in control performance and complexity of 
computation is livening by simulation. 
3. In this paper, Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models are chosen as the model structure. 
With these algorithms above, a simulation test has been taken to the water height 
control of boiler by means of Generalized Predictive Control using Takagi-Sugeno 
fuzzy models. The test shows that T-S model of the nonlinear system can be 
successfully identified on line and can be controlled successfully using predictive 
algorithm. 
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其中，R i 表示第 i 条模糊规则；  是一个模糊子集，其隶属函数中的参数为前提
参数；xj是第 j 个输入变量；m 是输入变量的数目；y i是第 i 条模糊规则的输出；   是
第 i 个模糊规则结论中的第 j 个参数；i=1, 2, 3, …, n；j=1, 2 ,…, m。可见，T-S 模型在
前提中使用并列条件，而在结论中选用线性函数。 
(1)模糊规则的形式 
假定模糊蕴涵 R 的形式为： 
          (2-2) 
式中，y 是结论（即推断结论值），x1, …, xk是前提变量，A1, …, Ak是具有线性隶属函
数的模糊集，用来描述可用作推理的模糊子空间，f 是前提中连接命题的逻辑函数，g
是当 x1, …, xk满足前提时蕴涵 y 的函数。 
(2)推理算法 
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如果蕴涵 R i，i=1, 2, …, n 有以上形式，当给定                 ，y 的值可由以
下步骤推出： 
(2.1) 对每一个蕴涵 R i，yi在结构中由函数 g 计算可得 
 (2-3) 
(2.2) 命题 y=y i的真值由方程 
                  
 (2-4) 







(2.3) 终的输出 y 从 n 个规则由所有 y i加权平均数得到（其权重为| y=y i|）。 













































































(1)  数学准备 




kC ， 1,2,....,j jk n= ，并且有 1 20 ... 1j
j j j
nC C C≤ ≤p p p 。为了不失一
般性，我们设每个中心点处的隶属度为1。对每个输入变量 ( 1,2,... )jx j m= 定义模糊分割
间距： 1j j j
j j j
k k kD C C −= − ， 1,2,..., 1j jk n= + ，其中 0 0
jC = ， 1 1j
j
nC + = 。在此基础上可以对
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